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The Satellite Systems Division of Rockwell International has been conducting a Study of Spacecraft
Technology and Design Concepts• This work was performed under Contract NASI-17785 for the Langley
Research Center, National Aeronautics and Space Administration. NASA Leadershipwas provided through the
office of Aeronautics and Space Technology, Dr. Leonard A. Harris, Director for Space, and through the
Langley Research Center, Space Systems Division, Lloyd S. Keefer, Jr., Representative of the Contracting
Officer.
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This report documents the findings of that study, discussing concepts for advancing the state of
the art in the design of unmanned spacecraft, the requirements that gave rise to its configuration, and
the programs of technology that are suggested as leading to its eventual development. Volume I contains
the major technical documentation of the study• Volume II consists of 3 Appendices (Operations,
Survivability, and Evaluation Criteria) that might be of particular interest to some readers.
The _ork was conducted under the direction of F. A. Zyllus, Rockwell's Study Manager and Supervisor
of Systems & Operations Analysis. The following made major contributions to this study:
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R. J. Pietka , Spacecraft Design
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E. J. Filardo, Data Management
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D. S. Mercadante, Communications
J. W. Haffner, Radiation Survivability
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QSUMMARY OF IMPACTS ON SUBSYSTEMS AIDED IN THE
DEFINITION OF CONFIGURATION CONCEPTS
The figure illustrates operations studies performed during the contract and included in this
Appendix.
Space components of the post-1990 space environment were identifiedand their potential inter-
faces with S/C-90 needs were defined. Specialists defined resulting impacts on the SC-90
configurations and subsystems.
An analysis summary of the major subsystem impacts was performed and the results formatted
and tabulated in the disciplinary areas: electrical/electronic, mechanical, and software.
The subsystem impacts served as a guide to the subsystem engineer and configuration concept
designer.
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oSUMMARY OF IMPACTS ON SUBSYSTEMS AIDED
IN THE DEFINITION OF CONFIGURATION
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IDENTIFICATION OF SPACE COMPONENTS & OPERATIONS DEFINES THE
POST 1990 SPACE ENVIRONMENT
The Task I model and scenario development which was performed early in the contract was employed
to establish the post 1990 space components, and their activities and operations relative to S/C-90
needs.
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LOGIC DIAGRAM IDENTIFIES S/C LAUNCH OPERATIONS IN THE
POST 1990 SPACE ENVIRONMENT
Logic diagrams were developed which defined S/C-90 activities within the post 1990 space
environment. The illustration is of S/C-90 launch interfaces with both STS & Space Station
(SS). It has been assumed that SS interface operations will include repair, assembly, checkout,
and testing. Logic diagrams of post 1990 S/C-90 interface activities in the areas of mission
operations and dispositions can be found on the following pages.
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m P
LOGIC DIAGRAM IDENTIFIES S/C OPERATIONS IN THE POST 1990
SPACE ENVIRONMENT
ii
The logic diagram for the potential S/C-90 mission operations and activities is illustrated.
In the post 1990 space environment it is anticipated that on-orbit servicing will be co_nonplace.
#_ RockwellSatellite Systems Division International
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LOGIC DIAGRAM IDENTIFIES S/C DISPOSITIONS IN THE
POST 1900 SPACE ENVIRONMENT
Potential S/C-90 disposition operations are illustrated. Disposition operations include:
recovery for repair at Space Station, return to earth for salvage or upgrade, and destruction.
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PSUMMARY LOGIC DIAGRAM ILLUSTRATES INTERFACES BETWEEN
LAUNCH, MISSION, & DISPOSITION OPERATIONS
The figure su_narizes post 1990 S/C-90 operations in the anticipated space operations
environment.
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SPECIALISTS IDENTIFIED IMPACT OF POST 1990 SPACE ENVIRONMENT
ON SUBSYSTEMS
Specialists examined the interfaces identified in the logic diagrams and defined functions
appropriate to S/C-90 needs. These functions were further analyzed and refined to identify
impacts on all subsystem areas.
An example is presented of S/C-90 functions and subsystem impacts for Space Station
associated launch activities appropriate to a commercial space processing satellite. A major
problem has been recognized in that the electrophoresis processor (EP) must have continuous
power to maintain cooling & product separation without electrical discharge during launch
handling.
During the contract subsystem impacts due to post 1990 operations were identified for all
three S/C-90 concepts.
_ RockwellSatellite Systems Division International
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tSUMMARY DATA: S/C-90 FUNCTIONS & SUBSYSTEM IMPACTS
The following data illustrates launch operations impacts appropriate to the geosynchronous
orbit communications satellite.
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PSUmmARY DATA: S/C-90 FUNCTIONS & SUBSYSTEM IMPACTS
The following data illustrates mission & disposition operations impacts appropriate to the
geosynchronous communications satellite.
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wSUMMARY DATA: S/C-90 FUNCTIONS & SUBSYSTEM IMPACTS
The following data illustrates launch operations impacts appropriate to the advanced
navigation satellite.
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OT_ u=blllcal. The._al-vac Output data _re. Prow/de aubsyat_ teat. aubsystm test.
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SUGARY DATA: S/C-90 FUNCTIONS & SUBSYSTEM IMPACTS
The following data illustrates mission & disposition operations appropriate to the advanced
navigation satellite.
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P
_JC Orbital Repair Mziotain _r Maintain attitude prc_lde OTV Maintain t_ermal Provide repair Maintain clock _emote turon££
Dock OTV to _/C repair on orbit to _mr_al _Jb- control to PaCil- doukin_ adaptor, system output. & dockin& SOft- Ulerual control, after dockl_.
usin& _A s_tem after ltate docklx_. $tatus& house- _are/ No electrical
F (to_v_t_ Turn o££ aider keepix_ to 0_1 dl_Jnar_es.dockin&, on deu=nd.
.
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system. OTf release. 01_ dockin& OTV, output, to & injection PL & subsystem hou_ekeepLr_cont.rols, t rartsmls:m1c_3 &
release. IT&C. otzvare receive cona_nds
F from OTV & TDE_3.t
Perform Maintenance
T_ot.reqd. Pot reqd. Not reqd. Not reqd. _ot. reqd. }lot reqd. Not reqd. Hot reqd. riot reqd.
/_ecover Product Resupply [
Not ,'eqd. ;lot reqd. NOt. reqd. " Hot reqd, Not reqd. INot reqd. Not r_.qd. Irot reqd. Not reqd,
i SIC Disouszttor_ 4aintain atilt.uric Provide OTV Status & house- Maintain clock ?,emota turnoff
Recover _/C _or earth return .Mat_in pouer Lc:ontrol to faciZ- docktn_ adaptor, keepiz_ to OTV on Provide dockin& ther_t control after docklz_.
Dock 071/ tO SIC, deorbit to _'S the.'-_i subeTztee Ltate dock_. Provide dock_nK demand. Turn off & tr'a_ter soft.- Ho electrical '
& transfer to _TS _ after dockL_, furl1 off after adaptor for ST'. after ._ tratLster _rare. dl_charge= .Iockir_. P,A& Latches [or to _P3 except for
cradle _i.--do_n, tber'r._le_bsvste_
' S/C Disposition Maintain poaer _ain_ain attitude Provide OTV Status & house- . Maintain clock Ee_ote _urno[f
Eecover _/C for _ repair, to :_e_l sub- :ontroL to factt- docklzq_ adaptor, keepin_ to OTV on Provide doc_in& ther_]L control a£_er 4ockin&
Dock (TfV to 5/C & deorbit to _ sy_:ea after iLate docklz_, demz_J. Maintain & ¢rams[er ao[t- No electrical
docxL_l_. _Jn(I o_f after thertal =ystem u'are, diecha_"E_ee.
Jocklnq. output..
Provide clotS(
SIC tran_f_-rto 3_ by 01_ P_ovtde p_r to Provide £or RA Transfer. thermal control
Dock OTV to _._ & transfer ther---al coulant attacl-_.nt & _ock_ K
_IC _o _ servlce dock u_Lr_ clock _u_yste_. _ platfor_ soFt_
._ RA riost_'e-delectrl
cal d_ch_r_.s _-apple & lock.
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1. _-'(5 1_111tG_£A'F'_ CARGOL_kl) CAPACI'_ _. TD_-)30J_BI_TI
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RE.SEAHCH,T'r-ST, _q£PAZI_,LAt_C_I & QP_:_.,-I_'._
SUMMARY DATA: S/C-90 FUNCTIONS & SUBSYSTEM NEEDS
The following data illustrates launch operations appropriate to the commercial space
processing satellite.
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/
" Prooessor cool- OasiS'may in- "Perforl Assemblies & Repairs. proce-lsor ;x:_er pro,tide access- Output data provide SUN
Configure SIC i perform repairs _t L_emaintoin_ L_ =LL_t be elUde _ attocho
_0 electrical dts Ibis _x_er urn- eana_ement System Stot_
blllcat suppcrto through _ so_vare to maint&lrmd, men| of ancillary
required. :h_'_s. provide Coolin& Ix_r equipment3 tan.
for ._ po_r tam- ucblilcal, '_ dinplayl. _ _ t_btii- te_m solar:tii_al. cal. pane1_.1 radiatorsl.
_ate 3/C to Propulsion Unit _rovide s_t>- Processor coo)..
Attach propulsion _nit i hiaintoinsubsyst_ _into_ SIC Do not provide provtde _ropul- Outer data system S_t_ _ _t be
O(t-/oad SiC with _ RA. & payload power, attitude _e-_'input ".o lion ::_rmectin& _m.lge_nt sottvare to maintained.
Maintain u_b11Lcai ¢_tion. control, iropuislonsub- port & automatic _ E_ 55 displays. Pro CooiLn_ pc_er
system. C13mpln_ I,mblliCai, vlde subsystemseleaLse. S/W rot ooera- _ _3 u=bLll-ti_ #o' !le r"I ca)..
Pertorm acceptance zestimt provide TV & Provide TV S Prgvlde TV & Provide test I_vtde 11/ i Provide ,'V &
Display SIC statu_ at _ _ subsyste_ test• _b_ystem Lest. subsystem test. & display so_- a_b_ys_em t_t. SUbSyStem test.
u=blllcai. Note: Th__r_al-vac Output data i_re. Provide
teat_ can be co_t eiTectlve I_-- mana_emenC operatlorL_isoft-
hero. i 3,-a, _ 53 _ IIIICI.I_-,h.t I (l'a I
Provide U_ermal |ctlYate TTSC
CIO & Orbit _J_ec¢ provide power a._ Provide CHiC Provide pl_- Provide automatic provide sub- ._rovida op_.ra- control :_ns_lt stotuJ
Dinconnect u=bilical requi.-'-.d to PL operation, lion operatt:e_ Jmbllical syste_ & payload 11_-_, Iaun:_,
Ho_ekeep_OP_Fatsubsystem_readc_ta3required subsys te¢:l. ]lscor_ect. housekeepin_ I_,JeCti_ & operatJon_. )[Coo[_ti_commar_
O_bEt _31Ject & _ltor to _ data to Tr&C. st_tu_ so£t_r_re, _ceivem to _ &
..... PrOvide t_er_l _ct_,vat_ _&C
S/C Launch Activities (U1513 onlyl provide po-er a3 Provide p_v,,- I provide opera- control i t_t
C/O i orbit inject _quired to Ft slon operatlo_-_ tiOr_, launch,
Dl_coo_ect umbilical _J_t_ injection & ,:Ipel-atiorl._. s_t_ & coot'inratlcns o£ :ommandsOperate roq_i_d subsy:te_
_Ousekeepir_K readout _ st_tu._ soft,_al_, tO _, TD_E5 &
Orbit ln_ect &monitor ooera- _ E"ro_d,
' ¢ior_
pO_T 19Q0 SC_JAEIO COHPC_JEHT_: 3. 01_/-_P_IIIED, (0 G_gIC_ & R_JS_LE
1. _TS _ZTH GREATERCAB_ LOAD CAPACITY A. 1_FLT_-A_ OJRRD;T
2. SPACE _TATIOH, _-4_2;NED lII_ 5. RHU-RL'HORHMTL_JV_D;G UIIIT,".A/_
DEDICA1_D MOObl._ & OEBITII_GCLUST==_ 6. RA-_OSOT AP_
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iSUGARY DATA: S/C-90 FUNCTIONS & SUBSYSTEM IMPACTS
The following data illustrates mission operations appropriate to the commercial space
processing satellite.
#_ RockwellSatellite Systems Division International
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_ERCL_L SPACE pROCE£5_ 5AT_.I.LZTE
Sb_-5¥STE_
EIZCTRICAL DATA SOFI"WARE 11E_J_J_
SIC FUNC_IC_L_ PCr_ QI&C PROPJL.SION STRUCTURES HA_/t.GDENT COWR_L TT&C PACI(AGZNG
S/C O_erations
Perform e),ectz'opl'Jo_sls Operatlo_s OperattonJ Operations Shutdown alter L_peretiona OperatloRl Oparetlons Oparetlons
deployment
E
S/C Orbital Repair ulSTS Ntdcun po_r l_e_te ShUtdown _est_rt R,de- , Prm'tde for _t_tu_ reactourJ_ Pc_vtde repaLr Mafmta_J_ _e_ote shutdo_ Packa_tn_ ulll
r_eorbit 5/C, Co-orbit ST$, connect re_tely except except for orbit. Complete H interface Lo _'r&c t_t/l suftuare payload after _/C accommodate EVA
_T$ HA. Place in & repair in to ._. & attitude attitude control shu_do._ aUcer 5/C capture. €oolln& capture, repairs.
•13 cradle I_ control.Ho full shu_doun leor_It.
elec:rical after capture.
C/O & orbit IJ_Ject Provide pouer as Provide QI&C Provide propul- Provlde auto- Provlde payload Provide operation Provide thermal Reactivate TT&C
Disconnect 51"3sub_y_tem_ reqd. to payload operations, sion operatlon_ _atic cradle & subsystem launch, LnJec- control for oper-actor_&
Operate 5/C subsyete_ as reqd. & lub_ystem_ _y restart of clamp housekeepin& & lion & =talus o_r-atlon$. _et/recelvo se-
Hcx_ekeep_ readout. [_-- en_t_e & shut- re.leases, ioperatic_s de_a softuare. _er_t_g o_
O_blt inject & mollto_ o ra- 3°9 r"r_°_n,after deplo_- to TT&C. :ommar_L_& status.
Perform Maintenance riot r_qd. Not reqd. Not reqd. Not reqd, Not- r_d. Not reqd. No¢ r_d. :lot reqd. " _ot reqd,
Recover product & Resupply Katntain M. Remote _utoo_m Re,tart I de- Data _aa_a_e_n_ Pr_t r_o_r_ Fa_ntatn '.P.ema] _ut_m .'T&C Packa_Lr_ uilI
Deorblt 5/C, Coorblt 5T5, connect poaer "Jntll pro- except attitude orbit. _hutdC_T str'..am to _ & resupply control of pay- a_ter capture, acccmodate Et'A
SIS RA & support 5/C in ST$ cradle, duct :ransfer. control after de for capture. _c after cradle suitors load until resupply.
T_ans_er product to 5T5. Replay..- electrical power attach.
ulth new canninter. Replace ex_3_l Restart for re- orbit, full transfer, thensupply. NO elec- shutdoun after to this sub- restart after
pend_d subsystem ccm_e_ts. _.-" trl_zl disch_r_! caoture. .¥_.., r_su_ly of
C/O & o_bit inject carmLzter.
2-3 above
See 3-g See 3-9 See 3-9 See 3-9 See 3-g See 3-9 3e_ 3-9 See ]-g See 3-9
POST 1990 _'E_IAR_O_4p_;E_IT_: 3. OTV-_J_D, TO GE(_C_ & R_L_
1. 575 WTTHCREATERCARCOLOAD CAPACITY 4. TDR_.S-_._Ct]RRE21T
2. SPACE STATION, _5-t!A/;NED UETH 5. F_HU-R-_IOT£f4A]_EUVER_4GUNIT, H_NE_
• RESEARCH, lEST, REPAIR, LAUt;CH.t OR'=-._ATI'
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SUMMARY DATA: S/C-90 FUNCTIONS & SUBSYST_ IMPACTS
The following data illustrates disposition operations appropriate to the commercial space
processing satellite.
_ RockwellSatellite Systems Division International
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eY"Dil fA : ?o Foh'c f ioh' r , IMPIIdT5
_{::Ial, "::FAr_' PI_O:ESSI}IGfdi'lI:LLI'It:
SUB-ST_i_,I
-_I_ QI&C .PRO_IOff _ DATA _Ot'T,_ILI_ _ 1"T&C PA{:_(AGI}_SIC R_CT I(_,'S ._YA_ H_kff'd_:_ff C_l'_.
SIC Disoositlon wlth $33 _Ln_aln payload !t_intaln attitud_ Res[art & d¢oe- ProYlde t_bfl_- Provide ontput _-ovlde _oftwa_ Maintain payload 5"_tdoun after
Rec:over SiC for ST$ _turo to power, control & deorbll bit to STS. Co= cal at,-ch throu_ _ for s_tu_, cooli_, capture.
eau'th, until captm'e, piers shutdcrm, point, umbilical f_
Ceorblt SIC, conceit SIS, ccrmt_ 1hen shutdo_m. No electrical s_atu_.
STS RA, A support _/C in 513 I]-]'|3-E power.
L--
SIC Disposition (with STS) _ehutdo_ sub- MLintain sttltude Restart & de_r- ¢_:_tdou_sub- --¢hu_doun._u_° _tdo-_ _Jb- S_utdo_e_after M_y be necessa;'¥
Eecover SIC for _ recair, s)'ste_ af:er control & deorbl_ Lit to 5TS. _m- system a!tee system after system after captau_., to EVA re_ve
teorbit _/C, coorblt STS, connect cradle at_c_, until capture. Diets ahutdo.m, cradle attach, cradle attach, cr'adle attach, solar panels,
5"rS RA, :n_pport SIC in SIS cradle . Then shutdown, t_oelectrical radiators &
tr_net'er pries, canntster. _3- t pour,, antenna.
SIC Di_sitton (u_th s'r3|
Dock SIS to SS & tran._.fer
S/r: to e--Sservice dock usin& Sere 3-1 See 3-1 See 3ol ; See 3-1 See 3-1 Eee 3-1 Sere 3-1 .See 3-1 See 3-1E3 RA (See 1-11
I.
_35T 1990 _'DIkEIO CC_PC_]TS: 3. OTV-IL_;ED. TO GEO_)CH & _qUSA_LE
1. S_S _fTH GREATERCARGOLOADCAPAC1.-T A. IDR_S-A.S CUEHD:T
2. SPACE _I'ATIO_/, _-_t_;£D VITH 5. RgJ-RL-_OTErt_I_RINC VHI"T,
DEDICATEUHODUIES & ORBITING CLL'STE?-.-% 6. HA-ROBOTAI_4 *RESEARCH,TEST, .eL'FAIR, Lk_l, & _,P_.,_."."_;S
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PELECTRICAL, MECHANICAL & SOFTWARE SUBSYSTEM NEEDS
IN POST 1990 SPACE OPERATIONS ENVIRONMENT
The figure su_arizes mechanical impacts upon the structures subsystem. Most impacts are
concerned with handling & transfer among STS, Space Station and OTV, and involve design require-
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ELECTRICAL, MECHANICAL & SOFTWARE SUBSYSTEM NEEDS
IN POST 1990 SPACE OPERATIONS ENVIRONMENT
Electrical power must be maintained to the electrophoresis unit & navigation clock without
interference with on orbit operations. Software coordinates test & repair activities with
power needs.
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DELECTRICAL, MECHANICAL & SOFTWARE SUBSYSTEM NEEDS
IN POST 1990 SPACE OPERATIONS ENVIRONMENT
Software is essential to nearly all S/C-90 on orbit servicing, repair, test, and
operations.
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I J
ELECTRICAL, MECHANICAL & SOFTWARE SUBSYSTEM NEEDS
IN POST 1990 SPACE OPERATIONS ENVIRONMENT
Thermal controls are needed to cool the electrophoresis unit & navigation clock. Software
coordinates cooling & power needs during operations.
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ELECTRICAL, MECHANICAL, & SOFTWARE SUBSYSTEM NEEDS
IN POST 1990 SPACE OPERATIONS ENVIRONMENT
Excepting mission operations, TT&C will be conducted through umbilicals to the service
S/C. Software is necessary for status reporting.
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PELECTRICAL, MECHANICAL, & SOFTWARE SUBSYSTEM NEEDS
IN POST 1990 SPACE OPERATIONS ENVIRONMENT
Space Station will be utilized for service & testing of S/C and make necessary software
for subsystem checkout.





SUBSYSTEM ELECTRICAL- MECHANICAL SOFIWAREAREA ELECTRONIC





PROPULSION • PROVIDEINTERNAL/ • STANDARDINTER- • REMOTECOMMAND
EXTERNALTEST FACEWITHOTV OVER-RIDE,SHUT-
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In a companion study to the work of this contract, an
effort supported by Rockwell's Satellite Systems Division
discretionary funds examined the effect of radiation
environment on the spacecraft configuration. This
Appendix outlines the results of that study for those
readers who may be interested in that aspects of an






The ability of the Spacecraft 90 design to survive for 10 years in space has been evaluated.
Three circular earth orbits have been selected for S/C 90 missions; Low Earth Orbit (LEO) at
28.50 inclination, the Global Position Spacecraft (GPS) orbit at 55 ° inclination, and
Geosynchronous Earth Orbit (GEO) at 0° inclination. For each of these 3 orbits, the
environments considered were the natural nuclear radiations (Van Allen Belts, solar flare
radiation events), trapped fission electrons (assuming a Starfish-type nuclear weapon
detonation in space) and solid objects in space (cometary meteoroids and earth orbiting space
debris). The major effects of these environments will be on the semiconductor electronics
located in boxes around the equator of the spacecraft. The box walls are _1 gm/cm 2 (146
mils of A1 equivalent) in the thickness, and reasonably hard (radiation resistant)
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0EARTH'S VAN ALLENBELTS VS ALTITUDE AT 0°
The geomagnetlcally trapped earth's Van Allen belts are composed of electrons and protons.
While the fluxes of these elctrons and protons exhibit the double-humped spatial distribution
with altltude_ the average energies of the electrons and protons decrease monotonically wltfi
altitude. Because of this, increasing the spacecraft shield thickness at high altltudes:,_u
decreases the dose rate more than at low altitudes. For electronlcs which can stand 105
fads/10 years _ 27 rads/day, the shielding required varies considerably with altitude. For
low altltlude orbits (_600NM) and for geosynchronous orbits, i gm/cm2 will be adequate,
but for GPS altitudes even the natural Van Allen belts will require more than i gm/cm2 if
27 fads/day is to be achieved. If Starflsh-type trapped fission electrons or saturated belt
trapped fission electrons are present, the shielding required will be considerably greater.
0017d12 B-4
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by a nuclearweapondetonationin space)arenot constantwithtime. Becausetheylacka
continuousource(whichthenaturalVanAllenbeltshave)thetrappedfissionelectronflu£
decreasesquasi-exponentallywith time. Thedecaycontent(timeforthe fissionelectron,,
fluxtodecreasea factorof e) observedaftertheStarfishdetonationin 1962variesas
shownas a functionof altitude.Forlowaltitudeorbits,thedecayconstantvariedfrom~6
days (a)300NMIto -_100days(a)600NMI. ForGPS and GEOorbits,thedecayconstantswere
6 days. Consequently,thetimeintegratedelectronflueneeswere3 x 1014e/cm2 (GPS
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This graph shows the 10 year mission dose in low earth orbits as functions of orbit altitude
and shielding. The doses are in rads (silicon) since essentially all of the spacecraft
t
semiconductor components will be made of silicon. The bottom curves show the mission doses
due to the natural Van Allen belts; the upper curves show the mission doses if Starfish_type
trapped fission electrons are present. It has been assumed that the initial trapped fission
electron fluxes are 5 x 108 elcm2-see and that the nuclear weapon detonation which
produced the trapped fission electron belt took place at least a year before the end of the
mission. The mission doses are twice these at the same altitudes at 0° inclination
because of the South Atlantic anomaly at 500NMI altitude, at lower altitudes the ratio is
larger. It is seen that 1 gm/cm2 shielding is plenty for the natural Van Allen belts but
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NUCLEAR RADIATION ENVIRONMENT FOR GPS ORBIT
!
The 55° inclinedGPS orbitshavenaturalVanAllenand trappedfissionelectron
environmentswhichare 20%of theseat 0° inclinationorbitsat thesamealtitude.Even
so,1 gm/cm2 of shieldingis not sufficiento protectelectronicswhichcan tolerate105
radsfor i0 yearsin thisorbit. At thisaltltude,the energiesof the VanAllenprotqn_1are
so low that 0.igm/cm2 willstopthem,so onlythe electronsin theVanAllenbeltsare of
consequence.Becauseof theshortdecayconstant(_ 6 days)thetrappedfissionelectron
dosedue to a Starflsh-typeeventis comparableto thenaturalVanAllenbeltmissiondose.
At thisaltitude,theearth'smagneticfieldno longerexcludesmanyof theprotonsandalpha
particlesof a solarflareradiationevent,so 1 NASAnuclearsolarflareevent/yearwasused
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#_ Rockwell /_,_
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t i
NUCLEARRADIATION ENVIRONMENTFOR GEO ORBIT
. ._ _!
The i0 year mission doses for geosynchronous earth orbit as a function of shield thickness
are shown in the graph. As for the GPS orbit, the Van Allen belt protons are readily stopped
by (0.i gm/cm 2 and the solar flare _artlcles are important only in the absence of trapped '
z
fission electrons. For the 1 gm/cm which Spacecraft 90 has for electronic components._gse
to the exposed surfaces of the electronics boxes, the mission dose is 105 rads (which.
carefully selected components and carefully designed circuits can withstand). As at other
altitudes, if a :Starfish-type weapon detonation takes place, more shielding will be required
if the mission duration is to be i0 years.
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NUCLEAR RADIATION ENVIRONMENT FOR GEO
ORBIT
i
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sillcon/sillcon sapphire(CMOS/SOS),etc. Eachtechnologyhas an approximatecomponent
totaldosehardnesslimit(+a factorofw 3),thathardnessbeingllstedin thistable..:_eu
Generally,thesmall,low powerdevicesare lesstolerantof totaldosethanare largerhlgh
powerdevices.A secondarybenefitof large,hlghpowerdevicesis thattheyare less
susceptableto singleeventupsetdue to cosmicray partlcles.It canbe seenfromthis
tablethatcircuitshardto 105 radscanbe achievedif reasonablecareis takenin







NMOS 1 x 104
PMOS 1 x 105
CMOS 1 x 105
PMOSISOS, CMOSISOS 3 x 105
FET 1 x 105
LOWPOWERT2L 1 x 105
SCHOTIKYT2L 2 x 105
HARDENEDT2L 3 x 106
12L 3 x 105
E2L 5 x 105
_ RockwellSatellile Systems Division International
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tSPACE DEBRIS OBJECTENVIRONMENTFOR LEO ORBITS
j,
!
In addition to nuclear radiation, there is another environment which must be considered in
the Spacecraft 90 desi8n; space debris. Space debris consists of man-made objects in earth
orbit; everything from spent rocket casings to pieces of spacecraft which resulted from USSR
killer satellite tests. Kessler has used the present known debris object flux to proJ_
what the debris object flux is expected to be in 1995. For comparison purposes, this.
projected debris object flux (which is important only for low earth altitudes orbits) is
shown with the naturally occurtng meteoroid flux (which is approximately the same at all
altitudes). It will be noted that for objects larser than a milligram, the 1995 projected
debris object flux exceeds the meteoroid object flux for altitudes _350NMi. It will also be
noted that spacecraft with projected areas _ 30 m2 have a 8ood probability of being hit
during a 10-year mission.
B-16
001 7rl/R
SPACE DEBRIS OBJECT ENVIRONMENT FOR
LEO ORBITS
10"4 (APPROXIMATELYSAMEFOR
_ .. _. ALLEARTHORBITALTITUDES)
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tMATERIALTHICKNESS TO STOP OBJECTS IN SPACE
m t ii t_
While cometary meteoroids have low average densities (*,0.5 gm/cm3) and high average
velocities (_20 km/sec relative to spacecraft in posigrade earth orbits) space debris
objects have higher average densities (*_2.8 gm/cm3) but lower average velocities (_9 !
kmlsec). The thickness of a single sheet of aluminum or stainless steel to stop a particle
of a given mass is approximately the same for objects of either type. The thickness of a
slngle sheet of either alumlnum or stalnless steel to stop these objects is shown here as a
function of object mass. It will be noted that a slngle sheet of aluminum 1 gm/cm2 - 0.37
cm thick will be penetrated by objects of masse 2.5 x 10-4 gm. By using two sheets of
aluminum (0.05 cm thick and 0.31 cm thick) separated by at least 9 cm, the mass per unit
area will still be 1 gm/cm2 but this double walled configuration will be as effective as a
single sheet of aluminum 1.85 cm thick in stopping meteoroids (and be able to stop objects
_2.5 x 10-2 gms).
0017d19 B-18
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Based upon the thicknessesof variousparts of the Spacecraft90 configurationsand the solld
angles they subtendat the electronicsboxes,the effectiveshieldingvaries from_l gm/cm2
(at the exposedcornersof the boxes)to_15 gm/cm2 (at the centersof boxes). Carefully'
chosensemiconductorelectronicdevicesand well designedelectroniccircuitscan tole!_tea
total nuclearradiationdose of_105 fads. Based upon 1 gm/cm2 of effectiveshleldlng
and a 10 year missiondose it has been shown that these 105 tad electronlcswill be Just
adequatefor the geosynchronousearth orbit (GEO),more thanadequatefor low earth orbits
(LEO)up to 600 NMI altitude,but inadequatefor the GlobalPositioningSpacecraft(GPS)
orbit (all for the naturalVan Allen belts). If bomb-producedtrappedfissionelectronsare
present,theywill limit missionllfetlmesto less than 1 year unlessaddltlonalshieldingis








"-"I GMICM2 MINIMUM (EXPOSEDCORNEROF ELECTRONICSBOX)
"_1.5GMICM2 MAXIMUM (CENTEROFELECTRONICSBOX)
• ELECTRONICSANTOLERATE-_105 PADSTOTALDOSE
SOMECOMPONENTS< 105 RADS,OTHERS> 105 RADS
• FORGEOORBIT,105 PADS 111>I0 YEARLIFETIME(NATURAL)
• FORGPSORBIT,105 PADSI_ I YEARLIFETIME(NATURAL)
NEED2.3 GMICM2 FORI0 YEARSIN GPSORBIT
• FOR600NMiORBIT,105RADSEl> 50 YEARLIFETIME(NATURAL)
DEBRISLIMITSALTITUDETO< 400NMi FOR10YEARS
• FORTRAPPEDFISSIONENVIRONMENT,< I YEARATALLALTITUDES
NEED >i 2.8 GMICM2 (a)400 NMi 1 FOR10YEARLIFEi> 2.5 GMICM2 (a) GPS IF TRAPPEDFISSIONe"
>I I. 3 GMI CM2 (a) GEO
_ RockwellSalelllle SyslemsDivision International
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0NUCLEAR RADIATION ENVIRONMENTS FOR S/C-90 ORBITS
The chart opposite summarizes the preceding discussion on spacecraft radiation
survivability for the condition of I-JSC or natural environment radiation levels.
I0 year spacecraft electronics survival is achieved through the current routine
use of aluminum, at I gram/cm 2, for spacecraft at LEO and GEO orbits. Significantly
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The penalty that must be paid to survive in a higher radiation environment is
illustrated opposite. The "open" structural concept is no longer feasible, so
that the ease for accessibility characteristic must be sacrificed in order to
put all spacecraft vulnerable components inside a protective structure.
The other major features of the high-technology spacecraft can be retained
however - such as the concept for electronic packaging; the integration of
thermal_ structural_ and electronic packaging; integration of the high speed














The material in this Appendix C was developed in the course of the study contract, and
presents to varying degrees of detail and format, the logic and rationale for selecting a
specific design or technology concept from among the alternatives available.
No attempt was made to treat each subsystem/technology to precisely the same format•
However, the material is presented here, much as initially prepared by the individual
technologist, to assist the reader in understanding the selection rationale for the
total advanced technology spacecraft system•
The technology areas included here are:




• Guidance, Navigation & Control
• Data Management
Each technology section will contain:
• A Subsystem Block Diagram
• An evaluation matrix in one form or another


















, LAUNCHVEHICLEREQ'TS • MAINTENANCEREQ'TS
• PAYLOADREQ'TS e LOADS& ENVIRONMENT
• OPERATIONSREQ'TS • MISSIONADAPTABILITY
ALTERNATIVESTRUCTURECONFIGURATIONS
• HONEYCOMBCONSTRUCTION • HYBRID
+ LOWWEIGHT + LOWRELATIVEW IGHT
+ HIGHRELATIVESTIFFNESS o STIFFNESSCONFIGURATIONDEPENDENT
+ GOODDAMPINGCHARACTERISTICS o DAMPINGCONFIGURATIONDEPENDENT
+ LOWCOST - RELATIVEHIGHCOST
+ GOODPRODUCIBILITY + GOODPRODUCIBILITY
+ HIGHSTRENGTH + HIGHSTRENGTH
. SEMI-MONOCOQUE • _IDIID.C.O_QIJL
- MEDIUMTOHIGHRELATIVEW IGHT + LOWWEIGHT
- LOWRELATIVESTIFFNESS - LOWRELATIVESTIFFNESS
- POORDAMPINGCHARACTERISTICS - .POORDAMPINGCHARACTERISTICS
+ LOW-COSTFABRICATION ' '+ LOWFABRICATIONC ST
+ GOODPRODUCIBILITY + GOODPRODUCIBILITY
+ RELATIVELY.GOODSTRENGTH + RELATIVELYGOODSTRENGTH
_' ,,




e ALUMINUM e COMPOSITE
- LOWSTRENGTH/DENSITY + HIGHSTRENGTH/DENSITY
- LOWSTIFFNESS/DENSITY + HIGHSTIFFNESS/DENSITY
+ GOODCONDUCTIVITY/DENSITY + GOODCONDUCTIVITY/DENSITY
+ NOOUT-GASSING - POOROUT-GASSINGCHARACTERISTICS
+ NOVACUUMCONDENSABLEMATERIAL - MAYCONTAINVACUUMCONDENSABLEMAT'L
+ ULTRA-VIOLETSTABLE + ULTRA-VIOLETSTABLE
+ LOWCOST o INDETERMINATECOST/COMPOUNDDEPENDENT
+ GOODPRODUCIBILITY + GOODPRODUCIBILITY
e TITANIUM e BERYLLIUM
+ HIGHSTRENGTH/DENSITY - LOWSTRENGTH/DENSITY
- LOWSTIFFNESS/DENSITY + HIGHSTIFFNESS/DENSITY
- POORCONDUCTIVITY/DENSITY + GOODCONDUCTIVITY/DENSITY
+ NOOUT-GASSING + NOOUT-GASSING
+ NOVACUUMCONDENSABLEMAT'L + NOVACUUMCONDENSABLEMAT'L
+ ULTRA-VIOLETS ABLE + ULTRA-VIOLETS ABLE
+ MEDIUMCOST + MEDIUMCOST
- POORPRODUCIBILITY - POORPRODUCIBILITY
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, TCS OPTIONS
HEATTRANSPORT HEATREJECTION HEATCOLLECTION TEMPERATURE
ANDDISTRIBUTION RADIATOR . I DEVICES CONTROLLERS
COLDBIAS -I • DOUBLERS • HEATERSAND
SPACECRAFT • DIRECTMOUNT • CONTROLLERO
THERMOSTAT
LOUVERCONTROL • LOUVERSANDBI- • DOUBLERS • HEATERSAND
SPACECRAFT METALLICONTROLS • DIRECTMOUNT • CONTROLLERO
THERMOSTAT
HEATPIPECONTROL • HEATPIPES • HEATPIPES • HEATERSAND
SPACECRAFT • VCHP • CONTROLLERO
*DIODE HEATPIPES THERMOSTAT
CAPILLARYPUMPLOOP • CONDENSERIHEATPIPES • EVAPORATIVECOLD • FLOWCONTROLVALVES
(CPL| • DIRECTCONDENSING PLATES AT SPACECRAFTCOMPONENTS
• PRESSURECONTROLAT
CENTRALRESERVOIR
PUMPEDFLUIDLOOP • REDUNDANTFLUID • CONVECTIVECOLDPLATE • VARIABLEFLOWAT
LOOPS • HEATEXCHANGECOILS FIXEDTEMPERATURE
• HEATEXCHANGERIHEATPIPES • FIXEDFLOWWITH
VARIABLEHEAT
2-PHASEPUMP • CONDENSERIHEATPIPES • EVAPORATIVE • VARIABLEFLOWWITH




2-PHASECOMPRESSED • CONDENSERIHEATPIPES • EVAPORATIVE • VARIABLEFLOWWITH
VAPORLOOP • DIRECTCONDENSINO COLDPLATES FIXEDTEMPERATURE
• FIXEDFLOWWITH
VARIABLEHEAT






00- _ _ ==-. _ .
COLDBIASSPACECRAFT + ..... 0 - - 1
LOUVERCONTROLSPACECRAFT + - O 0 - - 0 - - 1
HEATPIPECONTROL O 0 + - + + - " + 4
CAPILLARYPUMPEDFLUID - - + + + + + 4 + 7
SINGLE-PHASEPUMPEDFLUID + 0 - - + + + + " 5
TWO-PHASEPUMPEDFLUID - 0 + - + 0 - + + 4
TWO-PHASECOMPRESSION + - - - + + 0 + - 4




o_ _ r-_=__ _m-_ -7 _ g
•. , HEATREJECTION'RADIATORS
LIQUIDLOOP + O - - 0 0 + + O 3
HEATPIPE 0 O + . 0 - + - + 4
CPLCONDENSER - + + O + + + + 6
HEATCOLLECTIONDEVICES
COLDPLATES- CONVECTIVE ...... + + + 3
COLDPLATES- EVAPORATIVE 0 - + + - - + + + 5
COLDPLATES- COMPONENT
MOUNTINGSTRUCTURE 0 - 0 0 + - 0 + + 3
HEATEXCHANGERS- COILS 0 - O 0 + - + + + 4




_° ,_, _ o8 _ ,-, oo
CONTROLLER
VARIABLEFLOW,FIXEDTEMPERATURE 0 - - - 0 0 + + + 3
FIXEDFLOW,VARIABLEHEAT 0 - - - 0 0 + + + 3
CPLEVAPORATOR + - + + 0 0 + + + 6
HEATSTORAGE
RADIATORMOUNT CAPACITOR - - 0 0 + .... I
COMPONENTMOUNT CAPACITOR + - 0 0 + - - - + 3
IN-LINEFLOWCAPACITOR O - 0 - + + + - + 4
ENVIRONNENTCO[ITROL
MODULARMU BLANKETS +l+l+l+l + -I- +1°1°
#_ Rockwell! Satellite Systems Division International
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u i Ill I ........ I I II |1
ACTIVE PASSIVE SYSTEMS
1 CAPILLARY PUMPED LOOP SYSTEM
2 SINGLE-PHASE FLUID LOOPq
3 HEAT PIPE SYSTEM
4 COMPRESSION CYCLE
5 LOUVER CONTROL SYSTEM ,
,|
6 COLq BIAS SPACECRAFT
7 TWO-.PFIASE PUMPED LOOP
l




HEAT HEAT HEAT TEMPERATURE HEAT
TRANSPORT REJECTION COLLECTION CONTROL STORAGE
i ! ! ! I ] I.... 1 I ICOLDBIAS SIMPLE DIRECT COLDBIAS COMPONENTSPACECRAFT MOUNT HEATERS MOUNT
I LOUVER IIC NTROL: LOUVER I i HEAT i i VARIABLEFLOWI I RADIA10RIPIPES FIXEDT MP MOUNT
I II I{ I1 i I IHEATPIPE CONVECTIVE FIXEDFLOW _ IN-LINECONTROL HEATPIPE COLDPLATE VARIABLEHEAT FLOWi i i i i i
[ I i' I i' 1 "', I"V' CAPILLARY FLUID _ EVAPORATIVE _,/I CAPPUMPLOOPPUMPLOOP LOOP COLDPLAIE I VARIABLEHEATi ii
• i I{, iI PUMPED I HEATFLUID LOOP CONDENSING EXCHANGERS
i1 IPUMPEDLOOP HEATPiPE _v/ - SELECTED
I !I TWO-PHASE I FLUIDLOOPCOMPRESSION HEATPIPE





PRESSURI ZATION PROPELLANT PROPELLANT
SI.J_YSTE_,, TANK' . FEEDSYSTF_ -THRUSTER

















ADDITIONAL RESTART THROTTLING MAXG LEVELS
SELECTION ENGINEALIGNMENT PLUMEIMPINGEMENT
CRITERIA PROPELLANTSSELECTED CONTAMINATION
ASSEMBLY + SOLIDROCKETMOTOR- SINGLEBURN.EXHAUSTPLUMECONTAINSCONTAMINATES.
EVALUATION + LIQUIDCHEMICALENGINES- RESTARTABLE,BIPROPELLANTORMONOPROPELLANT,
, SELECTIONSAVAILABLE:

























































+ SPHERICAL + COMMONBULKHEAD - REGULARPOLYGON
















ASSEMBLY + MATERIAL- PROPELLANTCOMPATIBILITYDETERMINESSELECTION



















ASSEMBLY + BURSTDISC- SINGLEUSAGEUNIT, ZEROLEAKAGEUNIT,










o 1990LAUNCHFROMSHU]-[LE o TENYEARSERVICELIFE
o IMPULSEV LOCITYREQ°D=13,314FTISEC o 10,900N.MICIRCULARORBIT
o PAYLOADWEIGHT=2,200IBM o T/WMAX-0.04o
o 3-AXISSTABILIZED o IMPULSEV LOCITYREQ'D=328FT/SEC
o MAXIMUMTORQUES=TBD
o 3-AXISSTABILIZED
RANKING CANDIDATESSOARATING RAI_(ING _DIDATES SOARATING
1 LOX/LH2CENTAURG 3 i PRESSURE-FEDN2H4, 3
2 SRMIUS 3 GN2]3LOWD(3fl
3 TOS/AMS 2 2 PRESSURE-FEDN2H4, 3













, IMPULSEVELOCITYREQUIRED= 2.232FT/SECe 500N.M.CIRCULARO BIT@28.5o INC.
, PAYLOADWEIGHT= 25.000LBM , T/WMAX= TBD
o 3-AXISTABILIZED e EXPENDABLESFOR7 MOS.
, SERVICEABLEOTV o IMPULSEV LOCITY= 100FT/SECPERMISSION
, TENSHUTTLELAUNCHES , MAXIMUMTORQUES= TBD
e RETRIEVEEVERY6 MONTHS o 3-AXISTABILIZED
, RESERVICEABLE
RANKING _JDIDATES SOARATING _KING CANDIDATES SOARATING
1 SPACE-STORABI_E,BIPROPELLANT3 1 INERTGAS,PRESSURE-FED 3
PRESSURE-FED,PRESSURE-REG.SYS. PRESSURE-REGULATEDSYSTEM
2 SPACE-STORABLE,MONOPROPELLANT3 2 SPACE-STORABLE,MOflOPROPELLANT 3
PRESSURE-FED,_O_WN SYS. PRESSURE-FED,_OWDOWNSYS.










, 1991LAUNCHFROMSHUTTLE , TENYEARSERVICELIFE
, IMPULSEV LOCITYREQ'D= 13,886FT/SECe GEOSYNCHRONOUSORBIT
, PAYLOADWT= 11,000LBM e T/WMAX= 0,01




RANKING CANDIDATESSOARATING RANKING CANDIDATES RATING
1 CENTAURG' 3 SPACE-STORABLEPROPELLANT
ONLYKNOWNOTVTHATCANLIFTPAYLOADAND PROPULSIONSYSTEM
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tPROPULSIONSUBSYSTEMOTVTRADETREE
__ J SPACEMANUFACTURING]RETRIEVABLEOTV _ PROCESSINGSATELLITE
OTV
SHUTILELAUNCHDATE .__ _. COMMERCIALCOMSAT J
11990- 19911 , EXPENDABLEOW
3-AXISoTvSTABILIZED_ ADVANCEDGPS
_vWP'-13.88611'000FI"IsEcLBMI J CENTAURG' J Vl-I COMSAT01V J
PAYLOADWEIG!IT ___ f_














3-AXIS STABILIZED _ _. _ _R_S_
MISSIONSERVICELIFE RC PRESSURIZATIONSYSTEM1>5MoNrHsI
• PRESSURE'REGULA1ED
LESSTHAN25 kWOF " BLOWDOWN
POWERAVAILABLE _SPACE-STORA BLEPROP.RCS]
i INERIGASRCS ] SPACE-STORABLEMONO.• PROPELLANTRCS
: PRESS_RE'FED
PUFFED
• II.(X)O. RCSDRYWEl( PACKAGING
_ . -_ mSEC CONStP_,NTS
PAYLOAD _ SPACE'STORABLEPROPELLANT
WEIGHT | RCS |
ANO L Wp - 2.200iBM THRUSI-IO " PRESSJ.IRE-FED |
REQUIREDIMPULSE| " PU'_g_FED /VELOCITY l ,'W*328FIISEC WEICffTCONSTRAINT
Wp- 25000LBM PRESSUI
•_V - ]_ FTISEC MAX THRUST CASRC.€
LEVELIN
ANYDIRECII(





-_ ,, .... n inl I • i I I I " - " II
i -- II
. POWER/ ENERGY . POWER _-m '
SOURCE/CONVERSION l PROCESSOR _:_
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g SOLARTHERMAL-DYNAMIC t SOLARPHOTOVOLTAIC-PLANAR-GAAs
- LOW SYSTEM COMPATIBILITY, RELIABILITY + HIGH SYSTEM COMPATIBILITY RELIABILITY
- MEDIUM EFFICIENCY + GOOD EFFICIENCY
+ GOOD POWER DENSITY + GOOD POWER DENSITY
- MEDIUM VOLUMETRIC DENSITY + GOOD VOLUMETRIC DENSITY
- MEDIUM LIFE (DYNAMIC) + LONG LIFE
+ HIGH RADIATION RESISTANCE + HIGH RADIATION RESISTANCE
- MEDIUM LIFE CYCLE COST (LCC) + LOW LCC
- LIMITED MODULARITY + GOOD MODULARITY
- MEDIUM DEVELOPMENT RISK + LOW DEVELOPMENT RISK
- COMPLEX MANUFACTURING INTEGRATION + GOOD MANUFACTURING INTEGRATION
AND TESX AND TEST
| SOLARTHERMAL-SOLIDSTATE(TE) I SOLARPHOTOVOLTAIC-CONCENTRATOR-GAAs
- LOW SYSTEM COMPATIBILITY, RELIABILITY + HIGH SYSTEM COMPATILITY
- LOW EFFICIENCY + HIGH EFFICIENCY
- LOW POWER DENSITY + GOOD POWER DENSITY
+ MEDIUM VOLUMETRIC DENSITY - MEDIUM VOLUMETRIC DENSITY
+ LONG LIFE + LONG LIFE
+ HIGH RADIATION RESISTANCE + HIGH RADIATION RESISTANCE
- MEDIUM LCC - HIGH INITIAL COST, MEDIUM LCC
- LIMITED MODULARITY + GOOD MODULARITY
+ LOW DEVELOPMENT RISK - MEDIUM DEVELOPMENT RISK
- COMPLEX MANUFACTURING, INTEGRATION - COMPLEX MANUFACTURING, INTEGRATION






NO SYSTEM OR REQUIREMENT COMPATIBILITY
! CHEMICAL
FUEL CELLS - REGENERATIVE (RFC)
SEE ENERGY STORAGE SECTION
(SUITABLE AS BACK-UP SYSTEM)
! CHEMICAL- OTHERS
NO SYSTEM OR RELATIVE REQUIREMENT COMPATIBILITY




| NIH2BATTERIES | AGZNBATTERIES
+ LOW RISK DEVELOPMENT + AVAILABLE
+ IIIGH CYCLE RATE, LONG LIFE, - VERY LOW CYCLE RATE, SHORT LIFE
HIGH RELIABILITY - LOW RELIABILITY
+ HIGH ENERGY DESNITY + HIGH ENERGY DENSITY
. HIGH VOLUMETRIC DENSITY + HIGH VOLUMETRIC DENSITY
+ HIGH EFFICIENCY + HIGH EFFICIENCY
+ VERY GOOD COMPATIBILITY + VERY GOOD COMPATIBILITY WITH
WITH THERMAL & STRUCTURE THERMAL AND STRUCTURE
+ GOOD MODULAR STRUCTURE + GOOD MODULAR STRUCTURE
+ FACILITY OF CONNECTION, TESTING, + FACILITY OF CONNECTION, TESTING,
INTEGRATION INTEGRATION,
I AGH2BATTERIES I LITm2 BATTERIES
+ MEDIUM RISK DEVELOPMENT - HIGH RISK DEVELOPMENT
- LOW CYCLE RATE, MEDIUM LIFE, + HIGH CYCLE RATE, LONG LIFE
HIGH RELIABILITY + HIGH ENERGY DENSITY
+ HIGH ENERGY DENSITY + HIGH VOLUMETRIC DENSITY
+ HIGH VOLUMETRIC DENSITY + HIGH EFFICIENCY
+ HIGH EFFICIENCY + VERY GOOD COMPATIBILITY WITH
+ VERY GOOD COMPATIBILITY WITH THERMAL AND STRUCTURE
THERMAL _ STRUCTURE + GOOD MODULAR STRUCTURE
+ GOOD MODULAR STRUCTURE + FACILITY OF CONNECTION, TESTING,






L ,, i , , ,
| FLYWHEELS | INDUCTORS/CAPACITORS
- HIGH RISK DEVELOPMENT - NOT APPLICABLE FOR THIs'EPS:
- INTERACTION WITH ATTITUDE CONTROL VERY LOW DENSITY,
+ HIGH CYCLE RATE + SUITABLE FOR POWERPROCESSING,
- MEDIUM ENERGY DENSITY PULSE FORMING AND SPECIAL ENERGY
- MEDIUM VOLUMETRIC DENSITY STORAGEREQUIREMENTS,
- MEDIUM EFFICIENCY
- LOW COMPATIBILITY WITH THERMAL
AND STRUCTURE
- COMPLEXBEARING AND STRUCTURE
- COMPLEXCIRCUITRY, TESTING,
INTERACTION
| FUELCELLS I THERMAL
- MEDIUM RISK DEVELOPMENT - MEDIUM DEVELOPMENT
FOR DYNAMIC SYSTEM - MEDIUM RELIABILITY
- HIGH RISK DEVELOPMENT + HIGH ENERGYDENSITYFOR SOLID STATE SYSTEM
. HIGH CYCLE RATE + HIGH VOLUMETRIC DENSITY
- MEDIUM EFFICIENCY+ HIGH ENERGY DENSITY
+ HIGH VOLUMETRIC DENSITY - LOW COMPATIBILITY WITH THERMAL
- MEDIUM EFFICIENCY AND STRUCTURE
+ GOOD COMPATIBILITY WITH - COMPLEXITY OF CONNECTIONS
THERMAL AND STRUCTURE
+ GOOD MODULAR STRUCTURE
+ FACILITY OF CONNECTION, TESTING
AND INTEGRATION,










































































I D,C,TO A,C, INVERTERS
HARMONIC CANCELLATION RESONANT SQUAREWAVE
+ GOODSYSTEMCOMPATIBILITY - NO COMPATIBILITYWITH SYSTEM - NO COMPATIBILITYWITHSYSTEM
+ HIGHEFFICIENCY + HIGHEFFICIENCY + HIGHEFFICIENCY
+ HIGHRELIABILITY + HIGHRELIABILITY + HIGHRELIABILITY
- MEDIUMPOWER& VOLUMETRIC + HIGHPOWER& VOLUMETRIC + HIGHPOWER& VOLUMETRIC
DENSITY DENSITY DENSITY
+ GOODCOMPATIBILITYWITH - MEDIUMCOMPATIBILITYWITH + GOODCOMPATIBILITYWITH
THERMALAND STRUCTURE THERMALANDSTRUCTURE THERMALAND STRUCTURE
+ SUITABLEFORMODULAR - LIMITEDMODULARGROWTH- + SUITABLEFORGROWTH
GROWTH RESONANTWITHLOAD
+ FACILITYOF MANUFACTURING - DIFFICULTO INTEGRATE, - LIMITEDINTEGRATION
INTEGRATIONANDTEST RESONANTWITHLOAD SUITABILITY,LOW FIDELITY
OF WAVEFORM,RESONANCE°EMI
+ LOWRISKDEVELOPMENT - AVAILABLEFOR SPECIAL - AVAILABLEFORSPECIAL
(COMPONENT& CONCEPT PURPOSEAPPLICATIONS PURPOSEAPPLICATIONS
UPGRADING RECOMMENDED)
+ LOWLCC + LOWLCC + LOWLCC
+ SUITABLEFORVOLTAGERANGE + SUITABLEFORVOLTAGERANGE + SUITABLEFORVOLTAGERANGE
+ SUITABLEFORSTANDARDIZATION- NONSUITABLEFORSTANDARDIZATION- NONSUITABLEFORSTANDARDIZATION




e A,C, eD, C,
+ VERY COMPATIBLEWITH S/C SYSTEMPOWER - LIMITEDCOMPATIBILITYWITH S/C SYSTEM
LEVEL AND UTILIZATION, A,C, IS SUPERIOR POWER LEVEL AND UTILIZATION, D,C, SYSTEMS
IN THE FOLLOWINGAREAS: POSE THE FOLLOWINGDISADVANTAGES:
, HIGH DEGREEOF FLEXIBILITY- LOADMATCHING , NO INHERENTFLEXIBILITY
(TRANSFORMATION)
, ISOLATIONSIMPLICITY(TRANSFORMATION) , NO ISOLATION
, GOOD SAFETY(HIGHVOLTAGE)(ISOLATION , SAFETYLIMITEDTO BRUTE FORCE IMPLEMENTATION
AND MATCHING)
, EASE OF SWITCHINGAND FAULT PROTECTION , DIFFICULTFAULT PROTECTION
CAPABILITY(ZEROCROSSING)
, EASE OF EMI MANAGEMENT(SINUSOIDAL, , DIFFICULTEMI MANAGEMENT
LOW HARMONICDISTORTION)
, SIMPLICITYOF HARDWAREMATCHING , COMPLEXHARDWARE- USER INTERFACEMUST BE DONE
(GR_ POTENTIAL) THRU MULTIPLECONVERSIONHARDWARE
, HIGH RELIABILITY(MINIMUMACTIVECOMPONENTS) , LOW RELIABILITY
, HIGH POWER TO WEIGHT UTILIZATIONRATIO , LOW POWER AND VOLUMETRICDENSITY
(CENTRALPROCESSING)
, HIGH EFFICIENCY(F,IINIMUMNUMBEROF , MEDIUMEFFICIENCY- MULTIPLEACTIVE
ACTIVECOMPONENTS) CONVERTERS
, LOW LIFE CYCLE COST (LCC) (ECONOMICSOF , HIGH LCC
SCALE INCLUDED)
, EASE OF MANUFACTURING,INTEGRATIONAND TEST , COMPLEXMANUFACTURINGINTEGRATIONAND TEST
• HYBRIn- HYBRIDSYSTEMS,WHERE D,C, IS REQUIRED.SHOULDBE CONVERTEDFROM "n-IFA.C.._Y._'rFM.
_ RockwellSalellite Syslems Division International
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ADVANCED S/C TECHNOLOGY STUDY
EPS TRADE TREES SUMMARY
ENERGYCONVERSlUN----_'_"_'_1 "'LLJ_L-_-."_"eE"_NIJ' 2D0F, , GaA._I-SELECTED
!l"{ SWIICIlING l-SELECTED
I ENERGYSTOIIAGEMANAGEMENT '-L-- ----C___ ADAPTIVE'IYOR'OPEAKPOWERi '.-1 SERIES _,._UNEAIT......_ I
,........_£,OZ_-T--POWE11"-'_ ]
I I I1-1d__.rJ-d_NVEITT_]'_S-Ii"_.--.--_E'S'G_ I -- .-[IIYBRIDPOWERIC'Sp SELECIED
POWER H _ i J- i N CENTRALIZED
PROCESSOR LI dc/acINVEI1TERS]-I-.IIIARMONICANCELLATIONH _.M-AGA'MPS'-"_ I
' ' I
__ _ tll FREQUENCY<400 IIz I
_ LOWVOLTAGEI -- . _g/'diE"_l. ,1', SELECTED
IPOWEI1DISTRIBUTIONI I -- I i -- -- -_r-I REGULATEDI'-'J, , I-I MULTIPIIASE_ MEDIUMFREQUENCY 400HzI
_MEDIUMVOLTAGEI NJ"LL_ ill SINUS01DAL
& MANAGEMENT ---- : _ E ENCY 400tlz,I,
,,,G,,VOLTAGE I _1 I




INERTIALREFERENCESYSTEM NAVIGATIONMEASUREMENTS O-AXIS STABILIZED)
• STARSENSORSANDGYROS • GROUNDTRACKING • MOMENTUMWHEELSORCMG'S
• EARTHDISKANDSUN • GLOBALPOSITIONINGSYSTEM • MAGNETS
• GYROCOMPASSING • EARTHLIMBSTARCROSSING • TRIMTABSOR GRAVITY
• EARTHMAGNETICFIELDANDSUN • STARANDMOONPOSITIONS GRADIENTBIAS
-.




I I I I I I: I I I
I I I " t I ! I I t
I I I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I O I
' ' ' ' ' L__-" ' '
..... I i..___ _i, *..... I *..... -
TT&C GN&CDATAPROCESSING CMDIDATAINTERFACES
• UPLINKGNDCMDSANDDATA • ATTITUDEANDNAVFILTERS * DELTA-VPROPULSION
• DOWNLINKHEALTHAND STATUSDATA * AI-FITUDECONTROLLAWS - ON-OFFAND SELECTION
• REMOTECONTROLFORLAUNCH * PROPULSION,SOLARARRAY,AND - STAGESEPARATION
AND DOCKING ANTENNASTEERING * SOLARARRAY'ANDANTENNADRIVES
• MODE CHANGESAND COMPONENT - MOTORIELECTRONICSCMDS
SWITCHING - POSITIONMEASUREMENTS
• INITIALIZATION,ACQUISITION,AND • PAYLOADDATA
RE-ACQ - MEASUREMENTDATA
NOTES • HEALTHAND STATUSPROCESSING - MODE COMMANDS
• BC " BUS CONNECTORELECTRONICS
• UNITSCONTAINACCEPTANCETESTPOINTS






DEVELORT__TRISK +LOW *_EDIUM _W__DIUM,,TO-HIGH
RELIABILITY +HIGH +HIGH _EDIUMTO-LOW
COFPLEXIIY -HIGH 'HIGH -IIIGH
LIFE +HIGH +HIGH +HIGHlO"_,_DIUM
COST -HIGH -HIGH -HIGH
FLIGHTPROVEN +YES -NO -NO
ACCURACY +HIGH +HIGH +HIGH
ACQUISIIIONC_EXITY -HIGH -HIGH -HIGH
SOFIWARECOFPLEXITY -HIGH -IIIGH -HIGH
CONIINUOUSPERATION -NO +YES -NOTO+YES
INIEGRATIONW IHOIFERSUBSYS_ +YES +YES,, -NO
INIEGRATIONW IHOI_ERASSEMB_IES-NO -NO +YES
HIGHT +LOW +LOW +LOW
MOUNIINGCRI,TI"CALITY +LOW +LOW -HIGHTO_FEDIUM
AUIONOMY -NO -NO +YES
HAR_E -NO -NO +YES




A,SSEMB_Y:Al-[llIJDECONTROL MOMENTUM TRIM GRAVITY
EVALUAIIONCRIIF_RIAWHEELS CMG'S TABS _ MA_E]SRCS
LFVELOPIVENTRISK +LOW +LOW +MEDIUM,MEDIUM+LOW -flVEIJIUM
RELIABILITY +HIGH +HIGH +HIGH +HIGH +HIGH -HvEDIUM
_IIY 41VEDIUM4P_IUM+LOW +LOW +LOW -HIGH
LIFE +HIGH +HIGH +HIGH' +HIGH +HIGH _fEDIUM
COST _MEDIUM*MEDIUM+LOW +LOW +LOW +HIGH
FLIGHTPROVEN +YES +YES -NO -NO +YES +YES
ACCURACY +HIGH +HIGH -LOW -LOW -LOW _MEDIUM
ACQUISITIONCOF_LEXITY N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
SOF]14AREODflT4_EXITY *_EDIUM+FTLDIUM+LOW +LOW +LOW +F_IUM
CONTINUOUSOPERATION +YES +YES +YES +YES -NO -NO
INTEGRATIONW THOTHERSUBSYSTEMS+YES +YES -NO +YES -NO +YES
INTEGARTIONW THOTHERASSEMB_IES+YES +YES +YES +YES +YES +YES
V_EIGHT -HIGH -HIGH +LOW -HIGH +LOW -HIGH
MOUNTINGCRITICALIIY +LOW +LOW -HIGH -HIGH +LOW -HIGH
AUTONOMY +YES +YES +YES +YES +YES +YES
HARDENAI3LE +YES +YES +YES +YES +YES +YES





EARTHMAGNET-GROUNDCROSS-ION STAR SUN GYRO
EVALUATIONCRITERIASENSOROMETERBEAC_LINK SENSORSENSOR DETECTORASSEMBLY
DEVELOPMENTRISK +LOW +LOW -HI -HI -HI +MEDTO-HI+LOW +LOWTO-HI
RELIABILITY +HI +HI +HI _ED "4_ED__DTO-LOW+HI +HITO-LOW
COMPLEXITY +LOW +LOW +MED -HI -HI -HI +LOW -HI
LIFE +HI +HI *HI +MED ? +HITO-LOW+HI +HITO-LOW
COST +MED +LOW +MED -HI -HI -HI +LOW -HI
FLIGHTPROVEN +YES +YES -NO -NO -NO +YESTO-NO+YES +YESTO-NO
ACCURACY _£D +LOW +LOW +HI ? +HI -LOWTO"41£D+HI
ACQUISITIONCOMPLEXITY+MED +LOW +LOW -HI -HI -HI +LOW -HI
SOFTWARECOMPLEXITY +MED -HI +LOW -HI -HI -HI +LOW -HI
CONTINUOUSOPERATION +YES -NO 'NO +YES -NO +YESTO-NO-NO +YES
INTEG'NW/OTHERSUBSYSI]£MS-NO 'NO +YES +YES -NO -NO +YES -NO
INTEG'NW/OTHERA_IES +YES +YES +YES +YES +YES +YES +YES +YES
WEIGHT _]ED .ED +LOW +MED *LOW +LOWTO+MED+LOW +MEDTO+LOW
MOUNTINGCRITICALITY-HI -HI +LOW -HI -HI -HI -HI +LOW
AUTONOMY +YES +YES -NO -NO +YES +YES +YES +YES
HARDENAI_LE -NO +YES +YES+YES ? +YES +YES +YES




MAGt'EI'ICFIELD H MAG/_ETER I1,- /
LOCALANGULAR EARTHSURFACEH 6ROUND4_KEACONI1 .RF• lASER
ORIENTATION / 4' [ •RF
OTHERSATELLITESI----I CRO_'_NKI1.lAsE.
I /S#_&' •SIARSENSOR
INERTIALREFERENCE ATMOSPHERE H ION OR I
SYSTEM J CANNER
STARSF-----ISTAR R I "MAPPER
,_oI •TRACKER
INERTIALANGULAR. SUN _ SUN DEIECTOR I •FLOAT
POSITIONAND RATE I I # I •TUNEDROTOR




GROUNDREF H GROUND-I_CKING I " RADAR
• OPIICAL
I NAVIGATION SATELLITEREF H SAIELLI CKING I "GPS
•IDRS
SYSTEM •SANS
INERTIALREF H STARIPLANETREFH AUTONOMOUS I " SHAh• MADAN
• SPACESEXTANT
PRIMARY _ ANG MOMENTUMI----'{ MOMENTUMSTORAGE II :_o_NTo,, w._E.s
CONTROLMOMENTGYROS
I ATTITUDECONTROL _ • TRIMTABS
•GRAVITYGRADIENTSYSTEM ENVIRONMENTH BIAS TORQUE I ELECTROMAGNETSSECONDARY
MASS EXPULSIONH RCSPROPULSION I




DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM COMPONENT DIAGRAM
ISYST_-WIDE ELECTRO- | SYST_S/ _ I
_OPTICS J AI
,--
\ I I#/ ,_
•ANALOG_ RAW..
• DIGITAL |-------_"CO DIGITAL l . ANALOG
• DISCRETEJ NVER (F.O.CABLE)I_ F.O. ."DIGITALDISCRETE
TER i ll
" J I
1 [ PAYLOADDPS DATA
• i _ SERVICm STORAGE li i
I BIU - BUS INTERFACE UNIT
i HOL - HIGH ORDER LANGUAGEAI ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
























_ RockwellSalellile Systems Division International ""
C-49
DATAMANAGEMENTDEFINITION
INPUT _ PROCESS OUTPUT
o SENSORS o PROCESSORS oEFFECTORS
o RECEIVERS INTERCONNECTo PROCESSING o TERMINALS
o TERMINALS _ - OPERATINGSYSTEM INTERCONNECT• SENDERS
• DEDICATEDPROCESSORSNETWORK - DIST.PROC.CNTL _ • DEDICATED




















Deles RCA DSC8 I11
ldent|f[cation lug DHBP ACE Litton CDC
362 8 234 (Alpha 16) 4516 E 4_9
Weight (Pounds) 52 11 IO 13 IO
foyer (rafts) 200 lO 25 8U 20
Word Length 16132 16/32 16 16/32 16/32
Hemory size 64K 64K IR CHUg 64K 16K
(32K x 39 16K used) RAH
ECC) 8g PPOH
Hemory Technology CHOS CHUg Ig CHO9 CHOS Plated
8g PPOH Wlre or
CHOS
CPU Technology Bipolar CHUB Dipolar Dipolar PHOS
gxecutin8 Speed ( see} 700 KIPS 100 KIPS 20 KIPS 100 KIPS
'Add 1 4,8 5,5 2,5 4
Hultiply .2,8 60 x20,} 21 10.4
rlost[ng Po[nt Yea No No Yes Ho
User IUS DHSP DSCS Space Classified
Sextant
Time Frame 1975 1970 1975 1978 1975
i
SPACE QUALIFIED HOWEVER TOO LARGE, HEAVY & POWER J







!. + .... Texs8 AHDNanufacturer Hotorola Rockwell RCA Fairchild lnnt.
Proceenor ID. 68000 8086 AJU_ 1802 CPU ZflO00 9440/45 9900 _901B
Hard LenRth (Bits) 16 16 16 8 R-bit 16 16 16 4-bit
alice slice
Technolo8y NHOS HHOS CHaR/SOS CHaR CHaR/SOS tlHO8 13L 12L Bipolar
.. , J
Clock Freq. (HIIz). 8 5 >S 6.4 8 IO 4 15
Instruction Speed
Shortest O.S 0.4 HA 2.5 0.75 0.75 HA 2 0.088
LonRest HA 36 HA 3.75 HA 90 HA 31 HA
Paver (lfll) 1200 1375 <400 40 100 )500 900
quIl. Status Hone Spat. None qual. 1982T Hone Spas. quel.
(1980) (1980) (1980/81) (1980) 1979
Space Pit. Exp. Hone None None Ha8 5mt None None Hone IST(1982) DSCS





Direct Addressin 8 16H IH 64[ 6_K HA 48R 64K HA
(Words)
Radiation Hard No " No Poten- Poten- 8 ' No Poten- Poten- Poten-
tially timlly "' tinily tinily tinily
,,. -,
Hinimuu Number of IC
PnckaRes for End ')5 1 1 >5 )3 )6 ...
Product
i i i i







MEMORYTYPE DISK TAPE BUBBLE COREOPTICAL
CAPACITY(MEGABYTES) 35 3 3
SIZE(IN)_ 12x 14x 12 9 x 13x 14 8 x 8 x 18
VOL(IN3) 3530 1640 1040 4160
WT,(LBS) 80 30 46
POWER(WATTS) 217 90 75




• . , .
D_ISASSEMBLIESVALUATION(5)
I!JTERCOtltIECTIOt_S
TYPE TWISTEDSHIELDEDPAIR COAX FIBER50MICRON
22GAGE 58/U GRADEDINDEX
COST/IO0FT $31.50 $24,70 $42,70
WT/IO0FT 9,0LB 4,0LB 0,45LB
CONNECTOR
TYPE TWINPIN BNC SMA
COST $5,00 $6,40 $10.00
TYPICALDATARATES 15MBPS 50MBPS 400MBPS
COST/MBIT $3,42 $0,90 $0,19
WT/MBIT 0,83LB 0,11LB 0,0015LB
POWER/MBIT 0.746MW 0,400MW 0.162MW
i r
', FIBEROPTICS
TYPE RADIATION TEMPERATURE VACUUM





PUREFUSEDSILICACORE VERYGOOD GOOD GOOD
GEDOPEDSILICACORE VERYGOOD GOOD GOOD
GE-PDOPEDSILICACORE GOOD VERYGOOD GOOD
GE-BDOPEDSILICACORE VERYGOOD GOOD..........GOOD....
i C-56
iDMS ASSEMBLIES EVALUATION (6)
SUBSYSTEMINTERFACE.
BUS INTERFACE UNIT (EMBEDDED VtlSIC_ P)
• , ,,, , .... . i , 11 . i ,
• CONVERSIONTO EQUIPMENTSPECIFICCOMMANDS& COMMANDSEQUENCESAT EQUIPMENTINTERFACE
+ MANAGES BUS, SITE AND NETWORKCONNECTIVITY VIA SOFTWARE i1
. PERMITS TECHNOLOGY INFUSION AND SYSTEM GROWTll
+ PERMITS ON-CHIP SAMPLING, A/D CONVERSION, SIlIFT REGISTER DELAY, DIGITAL FILTERING, DEMULTIPLEXING
ERRORDECODING& CORRECTION,AND SYNCHRONIZATIONFUNCTIONS
+ PERMITS WIDER RANGE OF ARCHITECTURES
- VERIFICATION MORE COMPLEXAND LEffff DETERMINATE
MULTIPLEXER ..
. WELL-KNOWNTECHNOLOGY
, PREDICTABLE ACTIONS/TIMING (TIHEWISE REPETITIVE)
- SENSITIVE TO TEMPERATURE (LEAKAGE CURRENT PRODUCES INPUT OFFSET ERROR)
- POWER GLITCIIES MAY CAUSE LATCII-UP (SINGLE CIlANNEL HELD ON)
,.
- SIGNAL CONDITIONING, CONVERSION AND INTERFACE HANDLED SEPARATELY AND TOTAL DIGITAL ACQtlISITION
• THEN INTEGRATED UNDER CENTRALIZED CONTROL
A/D CONVERTER
+ ESTABLISHED TECIINOLOGY
- SINGLE STRING, INCREASE WIRING









, - HIGHESTRISKCANDIDATEDUETO IMMATURITYOFREDUNDANT,DISTRIBUTEDSYSTEMS
DEDICATEDSUBSYSTEM- CENTRALCONTROL
+ LOWRISKARCHITECTURE






• - MAYNOTHAVEADEQUATEI/0 ORPROCESSINGTHRUPUT
- DOESNOTSUPPORTMODULARITY/ORG OWTHREQUIREMENTS





PROCESSINGREQUIREMENTS 3 2 i
RISK " 2 i 3
!
GROWTH 3 2 i
RESOURCESHARING 3 2 1
REDUNDANCYMGMT 3 2 i
RELIABILITY • 3 2 i
VERIFICATION/MAINTAINABILITY 3 2 i
SIZE/POWER/WEIGHT I 3 2
4






































HIGIIORDERLANGUAGES _7 PASCAL PASCAL J73 J73C ADA
SUPPORTS_TRUCTURED"PROGRAMMING" SORTOF YES YES YES YES YES
DODAPPROVED NO NO NO YES YES YES
AVAILABIFFnp 1750 TARGET NO YES NO YES NO SOONi
AVAILABLEFORVAXHOST YES YES YES YES YES SOON
SUPPORTSREAL- TIMEPROGRAMS • NO NO YES YES YES YES
SUPPORTSMULTI-TASKING • NO NO YES NO NO YES
FIXEDPOINTDATATYPES NO NO NO YES YES YES
LANGUAGEIS MATURE& STABLE ' YES YES YES NO NO NO
YES YES NO SOME NO NO
COMPILERSARE MATURE& STABLE
SUPPORTTOOLSAVAILABLE MANY SOME FEW YES NO EVENTUALLY








TDMA CSMA 1553B TOKEN ADAPTIVE
ACCOMMODATES GROWTH OF NODES NO YES NO YES YES
I - TRAFFIC) YES DEGRADES YES YES YESHIGHER SPEED) NO MAY
INTENDED TRAFFIC TYPES - MIXED NO NO NO YES NO
( BURSTY ) NO YES NO YES YES
GUARANTEED DELIVERY - USE OF ACK (TOPOLOGY & PROTOCOL VARIANT DEPENDENT)
PRIORITY - STATICALLY ASSIGN NODE PRIORITY YES NO YES YES CAN BE
- DYNAMICALLY ASSIGN MODE PRIORITY NO NO NO NO YES
- BY MESSAGE NO NO NO ATTEMPTS NO
SENSITIVE TO - TOPOLOGY NO YES NO NO YES
- MEDIA SOME YES SOME SOME YES
MAXIMUM THRUPUT HIGH LIMITED HIGH HIGH VERY HIGH
STABILITY & HIGH LOADS YES NO YES YES YES
DELAY - LOW LOADS HIGH LOW HIGH HIGH VERY LOW
- HIGH LOADS LOW HIGII LOW LOW LOW
COMPLEXITY OF PROTOCOL LOW MED MED/LOW HGIH VERY HIGH
•ROBUSTNESS (WRT NODE FAILURE) LOW VERY HIGH liED HIGH HIGH
MATURITY OF PROTOCOL (STANDARDIZATION) HIGH HIGH HIGH MED LOW
VLSI IMPLEMENTATION YES YES YES 1984 --
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